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 Moving forward the manufactures are gearing up to            
introduce BSVI compliant vehicles in April this year, despite 
the lack of low sulfur fuel being available currently outside 
the Delhi/DNR region.

It is also looking at policies to encourage gas powered/ 
alternative fuel vehicles following investment in gas       
pipelines east west and north south across the country. 
Natural gas/ alternative fueled engines remain cleaner than 
BSVI engines and India has recently found vast reserves off 
its shores.

Foreword
 The Indian Commercial Vehicle (CV) industry is undergoing a difficult period as the 
market is severely depressed. This is compounded by the fact that there is a large excess 
of inventory in dealers’ yards across the country resulting from the over production of BSIII 
vehicles ahead of BSIV emission compliant vehicles introduced in April 2017. 
 
 In addition, overall truck demand has also fallen following the increase in permitted 
axle weights last year, which resulted in increased capacity per truck and a slowing demand 
for trucks overall. Demand has also been falling due to the general downturn in the econo-
my and lack of stimulus to encourage trade and growth.
 
Electric drive is really catching up as programed, its schedule to full fill the FAME II subsidy 
scheme, however there is been struggle by OEM’s to handle the OPEX model laid down as 
a part of the subsidy scheme, reasons owing to technology gaps to handle stressful duty 
cycles. Anticipate lot of technology tie-ups, investments on component manufacturing in 
this electric vehicle eco-system.
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Key Highlights of the 
Indian Commercial Vehicle Industry

Vehicle OEM’S

 

 

•   Tata Motors Ltd  of Mumbai, a commercial vehicle            
manufacturer launched its new generation range of Prima and 
Ultra trucks in Kuwait, specially designed to meet the customer 
needs.

           The launch of the new products in line with the successful 
delivery of order from Waste Management and Cleaning    
Companies operating for the Kuwait Municipality. Tata Motors 
bagged the contracts that includes the use of its new              
generation Prima and Ultra trucks for municipality cleaning 
projects for the next 5 years.

        Products launched are TATA PRIMA 3428.T Rigid Truck, 
PRIMA TIPPER 3328.K, Prima 6038.S and Tata ULTRA 814.

•   Tata Motors Ltd has participated in Auto Expo 2020 and 
launched 14 BSVI compliant and electric range of commercial 
vehicles includes Yodha pick-up truck, TATA ACE, Ultra T.7 EV 
ILCV, Winger, Starbus 4/12m Low Floor Entry Electric Bus,  
Starbus LNG, Marcopolo ultra bus, Tata Prima facelift 3530.S 
and Tata Signa.

•   Daimler India Commercial Vehicles Pvt Ltd (DICV) of  
Oragadam, near Chennai, a subsidiary of Germany’s Daimler AG 
in Mumbai last month unveiled no fewer than 12 all-new BS 
VI-compliant medium and heavy-duty BharatBenz-branded 
trucks and buses, which have been fully updated inside and out, 
said the company. All models are available to order today but 
delivery, warns DICV, will depend on regional availability of the 
right quality fuel. (The sulfur content in diesel fuel needed for 
BSVI engines is 10 parts per million (ppm). 

 With the introduction of BSIV three years ago, the        
maximum permitted Sulfur content in diesel fuel for those 
engines was 50ppm of Sulfur.  This means the shift from BSIV to 
BSVI translates to five times the reduction in Sulfur content, 
which is a considerable reduction. 

 RACE Research suggests that the fuel industry in India 
has made the necessary investments, however, to upgrade their 
refineries accordingly in order to produce the low sulfur fuel 
required by the BSVI engines. The fuel companies are proposing 
an increase of some USD0.02/litre at the pumps over the price of 
the current BSIV fuel. Availability of BSVI compliant fuel is 
currently only available in the Delhi/NCR region, but the               
government claims it will be available across the whole country).

 The models unveiled in Mumbai last month include 1017 
(Staff bus), 3528CM (tipper), 2828CM (tipper), 1217C (tipper), 
1415R (truck), 1215R (truck), 1617T (truck), 2823R (truck). 
5528TT (truck).
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•  Ashok Leyland Ltd of Chennai, has signed a minute of 
understanding (MoU) with ABB Power Products & Systems 
India Ltd (ABB Power Grids’ business in India) of Bangalore to 
develop of pilot electric buses that can be charged using ABB’s 
flash-charge technology called 'TOSA' (Trolleybus                      
Optimisation Système Alimentation).

 The ABB's Power Grids' business in India is responsible 
for planning, design, engineering installation and                     
commissioning of the TOSA charging system under the MoU. 
Ashok Leyland will have the scope of manufacturing and 
supplying electrics buses compatible with TOSA technology.

•  Ashok Leyland Ltd of Chennai, a manufacturer of              
commercial vehicles has begun delivery of the first batch of BS 
VI trucks to its customers, ahead of emission norms      
changeover on 1st April 2020 deadline. These trucks were 
delivered in Delhi-NCR region. 

 The company developed an innovative 'iGen6'          
technology for meeting the BS VI emission standards and this 
will ensure higher operating profits for customers.

 They didn’t disclose the price change compared with 
BSIV and clearly specified it would be higher than the BSIII to 
BSIV changeover price.

       

•   Commercial vehicle manufacturer, VE Commercial          
Vehicles Limited (VECV) of Pithampur - the commercial    
vehicle manufacturing joint venture and subsidiary of          
Sweden’s Volvo AB and Eicher Motors Ltd of Gurugram -    
inaugurated its new 3S (Sales, Service & Spares) dealership 
facility in Bengaluru, Karnataka. The state-of-the-art facility 
has been set up in association with M/s Agustya to provide the 
best in class service support to Eicher customers.

•   VECV of Pithampur has inaugurated its new 3S (Sales, 
Service & Spares) dealership facility in Trivandrum, Kerala. The 
state-of-the-art facility has been set up in association with 
Kuttikkatt Motors to provide best in class service support to 
Eicher customers. Located on the NH By-pass in Trivandrum, 
the new facility will cater to the availability and after-sales 
services for Eicher’s Heavy Duty, Light & Medium Duty Truck 
and Bus range in the nearby region.

www.raceinnovations.in

•      Force Motors Pvt Ltd, the market leader in inter-city     
commuter vans, has lined up Rs 600 crore in fresh investment 
to develop two new models over the next two years.

 The proposed new models in the shared mobility 
space will come out from its soon-to-be-launched premium 
platform, code-named T1N, an export-focused premium van 
developed with an investment of Rs 1,000 crore and is getting 
ready for commercial production by the end of the year.
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  Component/ Body builders/Service Providers

•   Agility India Pvt Ltd of Bangalore (a 100% subsidiary of Agility Fuel Solutions of Costa Mesa, USA, which 
is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Hexagon Composites ASA of Alesund, Norway) announced last month it has 
developed a long-range solution for CNG buses, along with its Indian partner, Advantek Fuel Systems Pvt Ltd 
of New Delhi.

 Due to the lightweight construction of new tanks, the weight has more than halved so   allowing great-
er fuel carrying capacity. Advantek explained that currently a typical CNG bus in India has a range of just 
350km but with its new lightweight tanks nearly double the fuel may be carried. This new CNG fuel storage 
and fueling system solution enables the range of a bus to be increased up to 1100km – Advantek suggests 
the fuel efficiency level of the Agility fuel system is much improved and suggests their fuel systems is capable 
of increasing fuel consumption from 0.48km/litre to 0.80km/litre. By offering 1,360-litres CNG storage in total, 
Agility’s four tanks       (rooftop installed) nearly doubles that of the capacity of 720-litre tanks typically found 
in many of India’s current CNG bus systems. According to Advantek, current CNG storage systems weigh 
around 1,100kg whereas this can be drastically reduced to 490kg using Agility’s system.

•   India’s key supplier of exhaust systems, Sharada Motors Industries Ltd of New Delhi and Euro VI exhaust 
and emission control systems supplier for commercial vehicles, Eberspächer Exhaust Technology Interna-
tional GmbH of Esslingen, Germany (a subsidiary of Eberspächer Group), which have a 50:50 joint venture 
called Eberspaecher Sharda Exhaust Technology Pvt Ltd have opened a manufacturing plant in Pune. The 
new plant will develop, produce and market exhaust systems for commercial vehicles specific to BS VI emis-
sion norms – the joint venture company was formed in March 2019 and has now started the operations to 
supply OEMs ahead of the new BS VI emission deadline for new commercials vehicles, which comes into 
effect from April 2020.

 The companies also announced the prospect of opening a second plant under the JV in Northern 
India to meet growing demands in advanced exhaust and emission control systems throughout the country.

•   Engine manufacturer, Cummins India Ltd of Pune (a wholly-owned subsidiary of Cummins Inc of Colum-
bus, Indiana, USA) has signed an agreement with Indian Oil Corporation Ltd (IOCL) as its industry partner to 
supply bulk dispensers of IOCL's Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF), branded as IOC ClearBlue for dosing urea in the 
SCR (Selective Catalytic Reduction) aftertreatment systems of Cummins BSVI engines. From April 2020, all 
new trucks sold in India will need to be fitted with BSVI engines and exhaust aftertreatment systems.

•  JK Tyre & Industries Ltd of New Delhi has launched the next generation of fuel-efficient tyres under the XF 
Series name, of which two variants are available – a front axle tyre called Jetway JUH XF and a rear drive axle 
tyre called Jetsteel JDH XF, which is ideal for long and regional haul applications. 

www.raceinnovations.in6

•      Volvo Trucks India Pvt Ltd  of  Bangalore  (the                 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Swedish AB Volvo) has delivered a 
new batch of 55 Volvo 9400 13.8m 11-litre BSIV1 coaches to 
the Karnataka State Road Transport Corporation (KSRTC). 
With the fulfilment of this order, Volvo has deployed around 
600 vehicles with KSRTC.

 The buses are fully compliant with Indian Automotive 
Industry Standards, which specifies the minimum standards 
for multiplexing, fire detection and suppression, braking,  
acceleration, lighting, vehicle location and tracking and 
passenger panic buttons.
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The XF tyre series is built using JK’s new lower rolling resistance (RRC) technology. JK Tyres’ statement said: 
‘This {RRC} helps improve tyre efficiency by saving up to 8% fuel in comparison with normal radial tyres. The 
XF tyre series is created using the JETOCT technology that helps in the reduction of heat build-up in the 
carcass, resulting in improved durability. In addition, aided by the new tetra beam belt, this series also        
maintains a higher tread stiffness, allowing for a greater number of retreads. The technology used to create 
the XF series has been tested and validated at the Raghupati Singhania Centre of Excellence. The XF Series 
tyres are now available across JK Tyre authorized dealers in the country.

•  Hindalco Industries Ltd, a subsidiary of the Aditya Birla Group, has delivered its first all-aluminium tipping 
trailer at its manufacturing base in Jaipur, Rajasthan – the trailer was handed over to UltraTech Cement Ltd 
of Mumbai in December. Made from high-strength aluminium alloy, the 34-foot long aluminium trailer is 50% 
lighter and weighs over 2.5 tonnes less than an equivalent steel trailer. Hindalo stated each trailer saves more 
than 15,000 litres of fuel in its lifetime, gives off 25 tons less of greenhouse gases and can potentially carry a 
corresponding extra load of around 2.5 tonnes per trip, thus providing additional revenue and other business 
benefits to the transport industry. The trailer has multiple transport applications ranging including cement, fly 
ash, grains, flour, steel coils and cylinders. The trailer was engineered with inputs from ARAI (Automotive 
Research Association of India) to ensure optimum results.

•  Tata International DLT Ltd of Pune, the trailer manufacturing joint venture between Tata International Ltd 
and Dutch Lanka Trailer Manufacturers (P) Ltd (DLT) of Colombo, Sri Lanka, has initiated a diversification 
strategy to sell trailer components to various customers in addition to and separately to its trailers. To date 
the JV is offering a trailer air-suspension and axle combination.

•  International Centre for Automotive Technology of India (ICAT) of Haryana, India has inaugurated its new 
facilities at ICAT Centre-II with test track and administrative and auditorium block located at Sector M-11, IMT 
Manesar. 
 The new test track will facilitate the testing and validation agencies to expand its scope of services 
offered to automakers and suppliers in India. The test track measures 1.85 km in circumference that includes 
two 700m straights stretches and two 250m banked portions that make high-speed cornering possible 
without the need to apply brakes. The angle of banking varies from 35 degrees to 55 degrees that support a 
maximum speed of 90km/hr while cornering. While one can reach a top speed of 160km/hr on the straight 
patch.
 There are multiple tracks built in the inner periphery of the test track for different testing purposes. 
Some of the tests that track supports are a wet ABS testing track, steering pad track that helps to measure 
and test the steering torque. Also, there is an external noise track built as per the ISO-standard bitumen that 
will help manufacturers to test tyre and road noise at speeds up to 50km/hr.
 Two other tracks built are an elevation track that tests starting gradeability, descent and hand-brake 
test and the other track is a water wading track that tests underbody seepage and battery security in an 
electric vehicle.
 The test track took almost one year to finish with an investment of USD 7.14m to the NATRIP  
(National Automotive Testing and R&D Infrastructure Project) which acts as a parent to ICAT. The cost 
excludes the expenditure of land procurement, equipment, and a test track management system (TTMS) 
which has yet not been fully installed.

•  WABCO India Limited of Chennai, a subsidiary of WABCO Holdings Inc. of USA has signed a development 
agreement with Oy Tamware Ab of Finland, for the design and development of bus doors for the domestic 
commercial vehicle market. 
 This agreement positions WABCO India to exclusively produce door systems, both pneumatic and 
electric, designed by Tamware for the Indian market, in combination with its own door control system. For 
Indian customers, this will open access to a fully integrated door solution incorporating safety features for 
bus variants in compliance with the latest legislative requirements. Under the scope of this agreement,     
pneumatic or electric doors designed and developed by Tamware, will be manufactured in the Ambattur 
production facility of WABCO India. Inswing/outswing and sliding doors are especially well-suited to city 
buses. The agreement will enable Tamware to expand its presence in the domestic commercial vehicle  
industry by utilizing WABCO’s access, domain expertise and customer relationships developed in India.
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Legislation/ Noti�cation

MORTH drafted exemption of permit for luxury bus segment

India - Ministry of Road Transport and Highways (MORTH) based in New Delhi is proposing to exempt vehicles 
carrying 22 passengers or fewer from interstate travel permits. This draft proposal has been put out for                     
consultation over a 30day period. However, it is clear that the proposed change is for smaller buses only and would 
exclude AC Deluxe Bus (ACX) (luxury coaches) as de�ned in the Bus Body Code AIS-052, having a capacity of          
carrying more than 22 passengers. The proposal is to improve the �ow of regular commuter buses crossing state 
lines.

New bus design features to help people with mobility issue e�ective from 01 March 2020

India - Ministry of Road Transport and Highways (MORTH) based in New Delhi has announced amendments to 
the Central Motor Vehicles Rules, 1989 regarding new bus design provisions for people with mobility issues. The 
amendments, which will come into force on March 1, 2020, provides for priority seating, priority seating signs, 
facilities to secure crutches, canes and walkers etc, handrail/stanchions, wheelchair entry and wheelchair securing 
equipment. The statement from MoRTH said: ‘Such facilities for di�erently abled passengers or passengers with 
reduced mobility, will be checked and ensured at the time of �tness inspection for buses. 

 The draft rules to amend the Central Motor Vehicles Rules, 1989 were published under noti�cation 
number G.S.R 523(E), dated July 24, 2019, inviting objections and suggestions from all persons likely to be a�ected 
by the rule change. The noti�cation has been issued after due considering of the objections and suggestions 
received from the public in respect of the said draft rules, the ministry added.

 It is worth pointing out this follows on from an instruction in 2016 by MoRTH that all the Indian States 
were to have 10 per cent of their total bus �eets to be equipped with disabled friendly features.

Government formulates policy for stimulating increase in natural gas public transport vehicles 

India- Further to a request for views and feedback on draft policies for city gas distribution by India’s New 
Delhi-based Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board, in November last year, Dharmendra Pradhan,         
minister for the department unveiled a draft National Dossiers and City Gas Distribution (CGD) Policy for member 
states. 
It is proposed the policy can be adopted by states to facilitate speedy implementation of CGD networks and 
value-added services. Reduced road taxes and value-added tax (VAT) may also be in the o�ng to encourage 
increased use of gas-driven vehicles.
 However, these are just preliminary proposals, and there is to be a committee set up, under the              
Chairmanship of the Chief Secretary to help formulate policies and streamline the processes for various                   
permissions for development of a CGD infrastructure.
 The committee will create a suitable single-window clearance mechanism for promoting CGD                        
infrastructure and for granting the necessary permits or permissions from all state divisions such as the Petroleum 
and Explosives Safety Organization, the National Highways Authority of India (NHAI), the Railways, and so on to 
encourage development of a CNG / LNG distribution network.
 The government announced it is to provide USD1.5bn to help fund a gas pipeline in eastern and 
north-eastern India. A gas pipeline is to soon run from Kutch in west India to Kohima in East India and from Kashmir 
in the North to Kochi in the south. With a move to promote clean and green fuel, the draft policy is looking to make 
CNG/LNG as the preferred fuel in public transportation. The state transport corporations are to pursue a policy of 
prioritizing CNG and LNG buses, by procuring new gas-powered buses and where suitable retro�tting its �eets.
 In a move to provide user-friendly clean and greener fuel such as CNG and LNG to the general public at 
a�ordable and reasonable rates, VAT rates should be reviewed and reset up to a ceiling of �ve per cent.
 Also, to promote safe usage of CNG/LNG in the transport sector, state policy thrust may be given by 
rationalizing road tax for factory-�tted CNG/LNG vehicles and making them at a par with electric vehicles.
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Note:

All vehicle sales number are arrived based on SIAM publication, further OEM’s who have not shared their numbers
with us or SIAM will not be taken for analysis nor represented in this report.

LCV bus sales up in Q3 of 2019-20

ICV Bus sales experience a growth in Q3 of FY 2019-20

MCV bus sales up in Q3 of 2019-20

Statistics  
Bus Market

Segment
Q3 FY2019 Application

Intracity Interurban Intercity Special Application

LCV

ICV

MCV

Total

Q3 FY2019-20 Segment and Application wise sales

Source: SIAM & RACE Analysis

Note:
• Intra-city buses Runs within the city, covers max of 100 kms

Interurban buses Operates between suburbs, Covers 100 to 300 kms
Intercity Operates between cities or states
For special purposes like school buses, ambulances, tour buses etc., Covers around 50 to 80 kms

•
 •
 •

Q3 FY 2019-20 Segment and Application wise sales

Q3 2019 ICV 
Application share

Source: RACE Analysis Interurban Intra city Intercity Special Application

12%

15%

73%

9%

19%

18%

35%

28%

19%

72%

Q3 - FY2018 Q3 - FY2019 % Change

Q3 2019 LCV 
Application share

Indian bus market experiences a growth of domestic sale by 41.7-% from 12,853 units in Q3(Oct-Dec) of FY2018-19 
to 18,218 units in Q3 of FY2019-20. Overall bus sales increased due to pre buying of buses ahead of BSVI transition 
which expected price implication owing to advancement in technology on reduction of emission. 

Sale of light duty bus sales register a growth of 31.4% in Q3 of FY 2019-20 to 7,105 units from 5,408 units in Q3 of 
FY 2018. In LCV segment, Special application (school buses, ambulances, tour buses etc.) share of 73% is utmost 
in Q3 of FY 2019-20.  

Sale of Intermediate commercial vehicles incline by 33.8% from 2,505 units of Q3 of 2018-19 to 3,351 units of Q3 
2019-20. In ICV segment, Special application (school & college buses, tour buses etc.) share of 72.2% is greatest in 
Q3 2019-20.

Sales of Medium & Heavy commercial vehicles up by 57.1% to register 7,762 units in Q3 of FY2019-20 from 4,940 
units in Q3 of FY2018-19. In M&HCV segment, Intercity application share of 34.60% is utmost in Q3 of 2019-20.

5,408

2,505

4,940

12,853

7,105

3,351

7,762

18,218

31.4 %

33.8 %

57.1 %

41.7 %

854

301

1,414

1,081 

631

1,503

-

-

2,686

5,170

 2,419

2,159

Q3 2019-20 means 3rd Quarter (Oct-Dec) of FY2019-20, Q3 2018-19 means 3rd Quarter (Oct-Dec) of FY 2018-19, Q2 
2019-20 means 2nd Quarter (July-Sep) of FY2019-20, LCV – Light commercial Vehicle (3.5 to 7.5 Tonnes gvw, 
>13-seater), ICV – Intermediate Commercial Vehicle (>7.5 to 12 Tonnes gvw), M&HCV – Medium & Heavy Commer-
cial Vehicle (>12 Tonnes to 35 Tonnes gvw)

Q3 2019 M&HCV 
Application share
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Market Share 
Buses

Segment
OEMS

Tata Motors Ashok Leyland Force Motors
Q2 FY2019  %change %changeQ3 FY2019 Q2 FY2019 %changeQ3 FY2019

LCV -34.98% -4.00% 2,847 9.00%
MS% 40.07%
ICV -1.90% 2.68% 0.00%
MS% 0.00%
MCV 71.34% 74.76% 0.00%
MS% 0.00%
Overall -5.77% 59.43% 2,847 8.96%
Overall MS%

Q3 FY2019

2,545
35.82%

1,500
44.76%

2,409
31.04%

6,454
35.43% 15.63%

Segment
OEMS

Mahindra & Mahindra SML Isuzu Volvo Eicher

LCV -19.20% -45.00% 886 -3.4%
MS% 12.47%
ICV -12.05% -19.95% 38.82%
MS% 21.13%
MCV 0.00% 0.00% 20.76%
MS% 3.67%
Overall -17.01% -35.76% 1,879 12.99%
Overall MS%

735
8.47%

13.18%

0.00%
1,166

7.05% 10.31%

Manufacturer wise market share and growth rate

Source: SIAM & RACE Analysis

431

285

708

In third quarter of FY 2019-20, Tata motors ltd holds the market leader position with the share of 35.43% in overall 
market share, which is 6% lesser compared to last quarter (Q2 of FY 2019-20). 

In LCV segment, Force motors leads market in domestic sale with 40.07% of share in 3rd quarter of FY2019-20 and 
Tata motors follows with the market share of 35.82% in Q3 of FY2019-20, which is 10% less compared to the last 
quarter. Force motors market share rise to 40.07% in Q3 2019-20 from 30.11% in Q2 of FY2019-20. 

In ICV segment, Tata motors leads with the market share of 44.76% in Q3 of FY2019-20, VECV follows with the 
market share of 21.13% in Q3 of FY2019-20. Tata Motors market share drop by closely 2% in Q3 of FY 2019-20 
compared to Q3 of FY 2018-19.

In M&HCV segment, Ashok Leyland leads in this segment with a share of 64.57% in Q3 of FY2019-20, 2% market 
share increased compared to last quarter. Tata motors market share increased in this quarter compared to last quar-
ter.

Note:

All vehicle sales number are arrived based on SIAM publication, further OEM’s who have not shared their numbers
with us or SIAM will not be taken for analysis nor represented in this report.

Q3 2019-20 means 3rd Quarter (Oct-Dec) of FY2019-20, Q3 2018-19 means 3rd Quarter (Oct-Dec) of FY 2018-19, 
Q2 2019-20 means 2nd Quarter (July-Sep) of FY2019-20, LCV – Light commercial Vehicle (3.5 to 7.5 Tonnes gvw, 
>13-seater), ICV – Intermediate Commercial Vehicle (>7.5 to 12 Tonnes gvw), M&HCV – Medium & Heavy Commer-
cial Vehicle (>12 Tonnes to 35 Tonnes gvw)

Q2 FY2019

Q2 FY2019  %change %changeQ3 FY2019 Q2 FY2019 %changeQ3 FY2019Q3 FY2019 Q2 FY2019

125
1.44%

635
19.41%

2,868
62.35%

3,628
21.92%

303
4.26%

146
4.36%

0.00%
449

2.46%

3,914
45.10%

1,529
46.74%

1,406
30.57%

6,849
41.38%

120
1.44%

652
19.46%

5,012
64.57%

5,784
31.75%

2,613
30.11%

0.00%

0.00%
2,613

15.79%

375
4.32%

166
5.07%

0.00%
541

3.27%

404
5.69%

10.30%

0.00%
749

4.11%

345

917
10.57%

15.59%

5.13%
1,663

10.05%

236

510
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LCV goods decline in second quarter of FY 2019-20

ICV trucks sales register a visible degrowth

M&HCV truck sale registers massive drop

Segment Q3 FY2018 Q3 FY2019 %change
Q3 2019 Application

Open Cargo Closed Cargo Processed
Cargo

Special
ApplicationRaw Cargo Liquid Cargo

LCV 11,916 10,325 -13% 3,698 3,575 – 1,592

ICV 18,028 13,144 -27% 3,841 4,607 2,392

MCV 49,971 24,139 -52% 6,812 7,285 937

673

7,053

776

735

850

896

684

1,202

Total 79,915 47,608 -40%

Q3 FY2019 Segment and Application wise sales

Note: 
• Open cargo applied to transport freight which are steady against the external influence and oversized cargos.

Closed cargo applied for transporting all kind of goods but the loading is done by sideways movement are much safer for freight.
Raw cargos are predominantly used in heavy duty and off-road movement specific to application such us mining and construction.
Processed Cargo are equipped with a silo to transport grains, flour, aluminum powder, cements, fly ash etc...
Liquid Cargo applied for the transportation of food and non-food liquid products
Special application is Car/truck/scooter carrier, mechanical broom, crane mounted truck, fire service truck

•
•
•
•
•

Source: SIAM & RACE Analysis

Q3 FY2019-20 Segment and Application wise sales

Source: RACE Analysis

Processed CargoClosed CargoOpen Cargo Liquid Cargo Raw cargo Special Application

Q3 2019 LCV
Application share

36%

29%

29%

28%

30%
35%

5%

4%

18%
7%7%

6% 5%
4%

35%

15%

7%

Statistics 
Trucks
Indian truck market attains a vast degrowth of 40% to register 47,608 units in 3rd quarter of 2019-20 from 79,915 
units in 3rd quarter of FY 2018-19. Due to economic slowdown, Infrastructure/ road projects becomes less and 
holding funds, delay in implementation of GST reduction, increase in axle load of HD trucks(16t gvw and above), 
upcoming mandating of BSVI emission norms and we anticipate degrowth in upcoming months.

Sale of light commercial goods vehicles register a 13% of degrowth from 11,916 units in Q3 of 2018-19 to 10,325 
units in Q3 of FY2019-20. When considering the application share, open cargo registers 35.82% & closed cargo 
register 34.62% of LCV sales share in Q3 of FY2019-20.

Sale of Intermediate commercial goods vehicle registers a negative growth of 27% from 18,028 units in Q3 of 
FY2018-19 to 13,144 units in Q3 of FY2019-20. In ICV Segment, Open cargo application share of 29.22% and closed 
cargo application share of 35.05% in Q3 of FY 2019-20.

Sale of Medium and Heavy commercial trucks attain degrowth of 52% to register 24,139 units in Q3 of FY 2019-20 
from 49,971 units in Q3 of 2018-19. Open cargo application share of 28.22% and closed cargo application share of 
30.18% in M&HCV segment in Q3 of FY 2019-20.

Note:

All vehicle sales number are arrived based on SIAM publication, further OEM’s who have not shared their numbers
with us or SIAM will not be taken for analysis nor represented in this report.

Q3 2019-20 means 3rd Quarter (Oct-Dec) of FY2019-20, Q3 2018-19 means 3rd Quarter (Oct-Dec) of FY 2018-19, 
Q2 2019-20 means 2nd Quarter (July-Sep) of FY2019-20, LCV – Light commercial Vehicle (3.5 to 7.5 Tonnes gvw, 
>13-seater), ICV – Intermediate Commercial Vehicle (>7.5 to 12 Tonnes gvw), M&HCV – Medium & Heavy Commer-
cial Vehicle (>12 Tonnes to 35 Tonnes gvw)

Application share
Q3 2019 ICV 

Application share
Q3 2019 MCV 
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Market Share  
Trucks

Segment
OEMS

Tata Motors Ashok Leyland Force Motors
Q2 FY2019 %change %change %change

LCV 24% 6% 337 34%
MS% 3.26%
ICV 14% 3% 0%
MS% 0.00%
MCV 11% 1% 0%
MS% 0.00%
Overall 14% 2% 337 34%
Overall MS%

Q3 FY2019

5,982
57.94%

5,751
43.75%
15,393

63.77%
27,126

56.98%

452
4.38%
2,330

17.73%
5,982

24.78%
8,764

18.41% 0.71%

Segment
OEMS

Mahindra & Mahindra SML Isuzu Volvo Eicher

LCV -30% -8% 2,556 21%
MS% 24.76%
ICV -44% -9% 1%
MS% 34.90%
MCV -7% 0% 25%
MS% 6.33%
Overall -21% -9% 8,670 10%
Overall MS%

605
5.86%

0.90%

3.36%
1,534

3.22%

811

358

393
3.81%

4,587

1,527
2.72%

0.00%
751

1.58% 18.21%

Manufacturer wise market share and growth rate

Source: SIAM & RACE Analysis

Note:

Tata motors leads with the market share of 56.98% in 3rd quarter (Oct- Dec) of FY 2019-20 which is closely 3% 
increase compared to last quarter, Ashok Leyland follows with the market share of 18.41%. 

 In LCV segment, Tata motors leads with the market share of 57.94% in third quarter of FY 2019-20. VECV 
follows with the market share of 24.76%, increase in market share compared to last quarter results. 

 In ICV segment, Tata motors leads with the market share of 43.75% in Q3 of FY 2019-20, increase in 
market share compared to last quarter (Q2 FY2019-20). VECV follows with the market share of 34.90% in Q2 of 
FY2019-20, decrease in share compared to last quarter results.

 In M&HCV segment, Tata motors continues to be market leader with the 63.77% of market share in Q3 of 
FY 2019-20, closely 2% increase in market share compared to last quarter. Ashok Leyland follows with the market 
share of 24.78%, constant decrease in last 2 quarters.  

0

0

118

All vehicle sales number are arrived based on SIAM publication, further OEM’s who have not shared their numbers
with us or SIAM will not be taken for analysis nor represented in this report.

Q3 2019-20 means 3rd Quarter (Oct-Dec) of FY2019-20, Q3 2018-19 means 3rd Quarter (Oct-Dec) of FY 2018-19, 
Q2 2019-20 means 2nd Quarter (July-Sep) of FY2019-20, LCV – Light commercial Vehicle (3.5 to 7.5 Tonnes gvw, 
>13-seater), ICV – Intermediate Commercial Vehicle (>7.5 to 12 Tonnes gvw), M&HCV – Medium & Heavy Commer-
cial Vehicle (>12 Tonnes to 35 Tonnes gvw)

Q2 FY2019 Q3 FY2019 Q2 FY2019 Q3 FY2019

Q2 FY2019 %change %change %changeQ3 FY2019 Q2 FY2019 Q3 FY2019 Q2 FY2019 Q3 FY2019

4,822
54.08%

5,025
40.38%
13,892

61.96%
23,739

54.22%

426
4.78%
2,256

18.13%
5,903

26.33%
8,585

19.61%

252
2.83%

0.00%

0.00%
252

0.58%

0

0

2,121
23.79%

36.64%

5.46%
7,905

868
9.73%

1.69%

3.89%
1,951

4.46%

873

393

428
4.80%

4,560

1,224
3.16%

0.00%
821

1.88% 18.05%

210
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Our drive -
your electric mobility: 
MOBILE modules for
commercial vehicles.

Our catalogue-based system of modules is a product platform that is perfectly designed to control 
all the auxiliary equipment functions in commercial vehicles. MOBILE has been tested and 
proven in series production and is continually being refined and enhanced - for example, with the 
new DCU Single Inverter S for controlling air-conditioning systems and compressors. This 
means you can implement your individual drive solutions very easily and safely in record time. 
www.Lenze-Schmidhauser.com
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Statistics 
Haulage Tractor (Tractor-Semi Trailer/Trailer)

Q3 FY 2019-20 Segment sales

Segment Q3 FY2018 Q3 FY2019 %change

HD truck/Tractor Trailer 11,956 5,311 -56%

Source: SIAM & RACE Analysis

Source: SIAM & RACE Analysis

OEM Split — Haulage Tractor (Tractor-Semi Trailer/Trailer)

Manufacturer wise market share and growth rate

Note :

Segment
OEMS

Tata Motors Ashok Leyland
% change

HD truck/Tractor Trailer
 484 2,975 -23.2%

Segment
OEMS

Mahindra & Mahindra Volvo Eicher

HD truck/Tractor Trailer

The Haulage Tractor- Semi Trailer segment register an immense degrowth of 56% to register 5,311 
units in Q3 of FY2019-20 from 11,956 units in Q3 of FY 2018-19. 

We are not displaying the market share of this segment as there is changes in tractor trailer sales 
number of last year number displayed by SIAM can distort the actual market share figures. For detailed 
RACE analysis on Haulage tractor you may write us in person to share the information as we do not want 
to publish it on an open forum.

2,507 418.0% 2,284

1,817 96 24.0%397 -78.2% 119

All vehicle sales number are arrived based on SIAM publication, further OEM’s who have not shared their numbers
with us or SIAM will not be taken for analysis nor represented in this report.

Q3 2019-20 means 3rd Quarter (Oct-Dec) of FY2019-20, Q3 2018-19 means 3rd Quarter (Oct-Dec) of FY 2018-19, 
Q2 2019-20 means 2nd Quarter (July-Sep) of FY2019-20, LCV – Light commercial Vehicle (3.5 to 7.5 Tonnes gvw, 
>13-seater), ICV – Intermediate Commercial Vehicle (>7.5 to 12 Tonnes gvw), M&HCV – Medium & Heavy Commer-
cial Vehicle (>12 Tonnes to 35 Tonnes gvw)

% changeQ2 FY2019 Q3 FY2019 Q2 FY2019 Q3 FY2019

% change % changeQ2 FY2019 Q3 FY2019 Q2 FY2019 Q3 FY2019

*Our continuous writing on 37T gvw trucks sales number factored in tractor trailer numbers, SIAM has 
changed the sales number in last year (FY 2018-19).

MS% 8.98% 55.18%47.20% 43.01%

MS% 33.70% 1.78%7.48% 2.24%
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Forecasted Q4 (Jan-Mar) of FY2019-20

Segment Q4 FY2018 % Change

LCV 13,660 10,122 -25.90%
ICV 6,285 5,922 -5.78%
MCV 6,082 6,952 -14.30%
Total 26,027 22,996 -11.65%

Segment Q4 FY2018 %change

19,902 7,622 -61.70%

Source: RACE Analysis

Buses

Tractor/Trailer

Segment Q4 FY2018 % Change

LCV 13,896 10,532 -24.21%
ICV 23,362 16,234 -30.51%
MCV 56,714 25,122 -55.70%
Total 93,972 51,888 -44.78%

Truck

Indian bus market expected a de growth in 4th quarter of 2019-20 due to lesser demand, failure of pre-buying 
of vehicles ahead of BSVI emission changeover, SC affirming no BSVI vehicles register after 31st March 2020 
and delay in reduction of GST. 
     Indian Truck and trailer market anticipated vast fall of sales number in Q4 2019-20 due to lesser demand 
in major application ie. Distribution and registration issue for the special built truck like processed cargo and 
special application trucks and decision of various automotive society to not buy before GST reduction. 
     We anticipate huge dealer discounts in upcoming months to impulse the sales numbers, clearing the   
available stocks of BSIV vehicles. The number might be more than our forecasted figures, if the government 
implemented the tax reductions. Also, OEM expected to stop their production before March 2020 to fulfilling 
the ongoing orders.

Note :

All vehicle sales number are arrived based on SIAM publication, further OEM’s who have not shared their numbers
with us or SIAM will not be taken for analysis nor represented in this report.

Q4 FY 2019 means 4th  Quarter (Jan - Mar) of FY2019-20, Q4 2018-19 means 4th Quarter (Jan - Mar) of FY2018-19, 
LCV – Light commercial Vehicle (3.5 to 7.5 Tonnes gvw, >13-seater), ICV – Intermediate Commercial Vehicle (>7.5 
to 12 Tonnes gvw), M&HCV – Medium & Heavy Commercial Vehicle (>12 Tonnes to 35 Tonnes gvw)

Estimated Q4 FY 2019-20

Estimated Q4 FY 2019-20

Estimated Q3 FY 2019-20

19

gmt auto engineering  

Steel Load Body

Domex Load Body

Variants 24 ft 32 ft

Variants 14/16 ft 21/24ft 32 ft

Manual/Automatic

Body Top Covering Solutions

Contact Details
n

o
o
o
o 40’ /24’/27’/32’ Flat Bed / Skeleton Trailer 
o 40’/24’/27’/32’ Container/ Side board Trailer 

o
o
o

Product Offerings  

Trailer code AIS 113 

Flat Bed Semi Trailer

Tip Trailer
Side openable with protection

Side Curtains

Bulker

Port Application  
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SPECIAL COVERAGE

Auto Expo 2020 –Indian CV industry outlook
By Rajesh Khanna - Chief Executive Officer, 

RACE Innovations Pvt Ltd

 The automotive world is expected to meet at the 15th Edition of the Auto Expo 2020 planned to be held 
during Feb 7-12th organised by Confederation of Indian Industry (CII), Society of Indian Automobile Manufactures 
(SIAM) and Automotive Component Manufacturers Association of India (ACMA) is set to witness comphrensive 
innovations from various T&B- OEM’s (Truck & Bus OEM’s), C- OEM’s (Component OEM’s) and B-OEM’s                
(Application Body/ coach builder OEM’s)  leading to Road mobility and goods transportation . More than ever, the 
nucleus of the show is likely to witness products emphasising e-mobility, cleaner vehicles, alternate fuels 
supported products, energy efficiency, safety and weight reduction techniques.

Whilst this season of expo is been held during difficult times of economy with optimism for future revival quite 
certain with possible reforms, new budget allocations for infra spends, other developmental projects by the 
National Democratic Alliance (NDA) government at the centre. 

Scrapping policy implementation, electric vehicles deployment with infrastructure implementation programs 
under FAME II subsidy scheme*, systems to curb, monitor vehicle loaded in excess than its capacity                  
(overloading), new budget of INR 102Crores (USD 14.3 Bn) allotted for infra spend under recent announcements, 
anticipated GST (Goods & Service Tax) reduction across automotive products, commercialisation of private 
mining companies produce thru amendments in Mining & Minerals, Development & Regulations(private mining 
companies allowed to sell their produce to open markets), Tax roll back on loans availed for purchase of                  
e- vehicles are quite a few to be named and watched being into effect this 2020.

Supporting the governmental policies on clean, green India commercial vehicle manufacturers been beleaguered 
in perfecting their electric vehicle development technologies, focus been electric buses, hybrid light/small 
commercial vehicles (LCV/SCV), electric trucks for specific short haul repetitive operations (ex: shunting             
operations in mines). With the upswing in e-mobility drive on the anvil, comes the change in terms of requirement, 
stipulation, business expenses at the customer end (Shift towards OPEX model from the traditional capex 
model). However, there is been concerns of the traditional OEM’s to adapt to this new OPEX models, it is 
witnessed with new entrants offering customers as total packaged solutions gaining quicker momentum in 
capturing market shares from the Traditional home-grown players.

MARKET

The overall CV Volumes between FY 2018-19 recorded sales of 1,007,329 buses, trucks and Tractor-trailers, 
further estimated to dip by 22-23% for the FY 2019-20 with estimated sale of 777,056 units. Bus & Coach markets 
will remain unaltered, medium and heavy-duty trucks, tractor -trailer sales are expected to drop by 25-30% against 
the FY 2018-19 sale numbers, whereas light duty trucks expected 12-15% drop against the FY 2018-19 sale    
numbers. Excess inventory, GST woes, enhanced axle loads, improved logistics efficiency/ productivity, expected 
BSVI implementation in april 2020 triggering delay in purchase decision in the complete retail chain, slowness in 
the country’s overall economy, manufacturing are some of the key reasons for this degrowth in vehicle sales. 

The entire logistics business experiencing transformation in its operations and supply chain management. More 
structural reforms are underway provided if it is executed properly, with stable economic environment,                   
established digital technology, we expect market to boom to regain the growth path. The market forecast points 
an increase in the sale of Light and Intermediate commercial vehicles, with demand for high tonnage trucks rising 
in FY 2021 after exhausting the current excess inventories. RACE analysis reports a CAGR of 6-7% estimated over 
a period of FY 2020-21 to FY 2024-25.

Manufacturers currently are exporting 9-10% of the total Commercial vehicle sale to export, with expectation to 
reach 20-25% of total commercial vehicle produced by 2021-22. The truck production cycle is set to increase in 
the coming years, owing to the industries overseas seeking “budget trucks” with compliance & standards not 
compromised.
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Market 

 

Top Trends in CV Industry anticipated.

• Agility & innovations
• Connectivity and Data
• Vehicle run by Alternative fuels /hybrids/cleaner fuel  
• e-Mobility Drive
• Self-Driving Vehicles gaining popularity in repetitive operations in short haul areas like mining/port 
  applications
• Emerging technologies to integrate vehicle monitoring /tracking systems onto common platform  
• Better customer experience in vehicles 
• Shorter model cycle / OPEX models
• Predictive maintenance 
• Innovative vehicle buying experience 
• Usage based toll/ insurance 

TECHNOLOGY 

The Transportation industry during last 2years witnessed stiff competition in securing the shrinking potentials in 
the market place. Goods movement witnessed modest improvements in Year 2019 owing to improvement in 
manufacturing sector. Moving forward we expect to witness spurt in growth in the commercial vehicle sector 
establishing superior standards in par with International markets.

Passenger movement had improved but more focus was shown towards alternate economical models, however 
with the new concerns on environmental pollutions and new initiatives on mass transportation we expect mass 
movements in Buses with additional focus on electric driven / hybrid vehicles. 

There is a clear gap in OEM’s not focussing on alternative fuel, hybrid powered vehicles / retrofits on existing 
vehicles which would in our opinion would be much needed technology for a price sensitive market like India. 
Also lack of government focus, strong policies/ subsidies to promote alternative fuels, hybrids contribute why 
OEM’s are not thinking on these lines.  The hasty announcement made on 100% electrification by 2030 which is 
again scaled down to 30%, further will be lowered to 14-15% which will be the reality as per our estimates           
considering all parameters based on RACE analysis. Further we estimate the ecosystems developed to support 
the electrification drive will be channelized to hybrid vehicles programs.
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Latest Technologies to be anticipated in Indian Trucks, Buses, Trailers across the next 5 to 7 years. 

Technologies Planned Ahead - A Snap shot 

• Alternate Fuel systems like CNG, bio gas, Hybrid, ethanol
• Electric vehicles / EV retrofits 
• Higher Horse (HP) engines with electronic diesel-controlled system 
• Auxiliary braking system like electromagnetic Retarders/ Hydraulic Retarders/ Intarder in Automatic 
  transmission 
• Speed monitoring / control systems 
• Vehicle payload monitoring systems 
• E-sim enabled vehicles GPRS/ GPS connected related technologies
• Vehicle alarming system to detect irregular driving patterns 
• Engines complying BS V / BVI emission norms 
• Infotainment systems, IT enabled Navigations, Vehicle tracking, vehicle productivity analysis 
• Advance Transmissions with electronic integrations (Automated Manual Transmission - AMT, Automatic        
  Transmission (AT), other new technologies)
• Electronic Braking system (EBS)
• Electronic Stability Program/ Control (ESP)
• Collision Avoiding warning system 
• Lane shift warnings
• Air Suspensions in buses / trucks
• Air conditioners systems in buses / truck cabins 

 Digital technologies, connectivity within vehicles and their control station is going to play a crucial role in 
fleet management, optimising and monitoring activities. It means vehicle are needed to be equipped with high 
speed connections via e-SIM’s, further more processing of collected data to improve efficiencies is going to be 
the next topic of development. We can see more enhancement of the recently introduced AIS 140(Intelligent 
Transport System) in commercial vehicle sphere.

 Some upcoming developments in OEM technology can be noticed in the areas of transmission (automat-
ed-manual), brakes (auxiliary braking systems), higher hp engines with electronic diesel control system (EDC), 
suspension systems moving from mechanical to pneumatic, electric / hybrid vehicles, engines to suit alternative 
fuels. Further, exploring alternate fuel (ethanol, bio-diesel, Bio gas, natural gases- CNG/LNG,) will help reduce 
dependency on the conventional fossil fuels. With these means, the OEMs require adequate infrastructure 
planning for technology and after-sales support. 

 The cyclical commercial vehicle market looks prospective in terms of possible restoration of vehicle 
profitability margins, driver safety, with instant alerts and notifications for surveillance. The challenge here, 
however, is actual compliance to new rules and regulations to allow innovation direct the course of Indian 
commercial vehicle industry.
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Innovative Lifting &
Transportation Solutions 
LIFETIME EXCELLENCE

Contact us

Email id: Kh@raceinnovations.in / mkt_research@raceinnovations.in

Mobile:   9840490241 / 9003031527

Website: www.raceinnovations.in/contact us
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RACE Product Offerings

“Intellect” OFFERS RESEARCH 
BASED ANALYSED OUTPUT TO 
PLAN STRATEGIES &TAKE KEY 
DECISIONS

Our strong network of market 
research and consulting team 
continuously tracks the Indian, 
global automotive market to 
provide clients with rich, extensive 
insights on market entry strategies, 
product development/launch, 
competitive strategy, mega trends, 
vehicle/component OEM strategies, 
regulatory/statutory tracking, 
customer behaviour analysis and 
manufacturing feasibility.

“Connect” OFFERS NETWORK 
AND SUPPORT TO EXECUTE/
IMPLEMENT & ESTABLISH 
THE PROJECT WITH DESIRED 
RESULTS

This Program enables clients to 
achieve their targeted vision by 
RACE deploying their resources 
within their organisation in 
various functions (Marketing, 
Sales, Sourcing, Manufacturing, 
R&D, Finance), mentoring them 
with required skills, connect with 
appropriate key decision makers 
in the industry to ensure desired 
results within limited time frame.

RACE also enables companies 

venture, technical or marketing 
collaboration.

TECHNIC” OFFERS ENGINEERING 
INTERFACE SUPPORT/PRODUCT 
BENCH MARKING INPUTS FOR 
DEVELOPMENT/HOMOLOGATION 
SUPPORT

RACE engineering team is fully 
equipped to support the clients 
with various applications and 
interface engineering enabling the 
automotive market to realize the 
complete potential of their products 
& services, this involves adequate 
understanding of the technical 
needs, operating conditions like 
terrain, location, usage pattern 
and packaging requirements with 
partners in the value chain.

Application & Interface Engineering

• Bus and Truck Bodies

• Packaging the vehicle aggregates

Product Engineering

• Bus and Truck Chassis

• Trailers and Specialized vehicles

Validation of Testing

• Prototype Development

• 

• Aggregates, Accessories

• Homologation Support

• Statutory approvals

Our current focus been on Electric Vehicle developments for Indian market

Mail Id: kh@raceinnovations.in / mkt_research@raceinnovations.in
Contact: +91 98404 90241 / +91 90030 31527
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LOCATION BASED INTELLIGENCE
RACE Innovations is pioneer in CV Industry serving a diverse clientele giving them application-based solution 
related to transportation. Our RACE “LBI” Team works closely with logistics & Transportation companies to enable 
them to transport their cargo safe and securely.

RACE has the team of professional engineering and civil team to execute route survey’s, identify shortest feasible 
routes, loads securing, vehicle stability calculation, determining capacity of bridges, road filling information’s with 
civil costs for the purpose of safe and economical transportation of cargo.

Leveraging the technological boom, we have equipped our self with the following

Team generally covers 150-200 kms / day, depending on enroute constraints.

• Turning circle diagram with vehicle simulation along with load

• Railway crossing related obstruction details 

• LT/HT Cables, tree branches, sign board, overhead bridge height constraints

• Other observations like petrol pumps, toll plaza, Parking points, SOS- Emergency, services, Dhaba, traffic 
congestion locations, pothole details, NH/SH Identification, Major city entry/exit.

• Vehicle stability calculations when loaded

• Load security guidelines, suggestion for vehicle modification to suit loads, new vehicle design for special cargo 
movement

• Gradient calculations

Key Features of RACE report

Mail: kh@raceinnovations.in
 vk@raceinnovations.in

Mob: +91 98404 90241
 +91 98405 12121
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Disclaimer

reporting inaccuracies can occur, consequently readers using this information do so at their 
own risk.

While every effort has been made to ensure that information is correct at the time of publishing, 
RACE Innovations Pvt Ltd cannot be held responsible for the outcome of any action or decision 
based on the information contained in this publication. 

© 2020 Race Innovations Pvt Ltd. All rights reserved.

No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any 
form without prior written permission of the Publisher. Permission is only deemed valid if approval 
is in writing. Race Innovations Pvt Ltd buy all rights to contributions, text and images, unless 
previously agreed to in writing.

Contact us
Feedback/queries can be addressed to our analyst

Also, you can write in our website www.raceinnovations.in/contact-us

 
kh@raceinnovations.in  or contact us at +91-9840490241

Manoj Prabhu
Manager- Research & Consulting
+91 9003031527 l 044 6610 8045
Mail id:  mkt_research@raceinnovations.in/ 

mkt_research2@raceinnovations.in

Follow on: 
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http://linkedin.com/in/manoj-prabhu/
https://www.facebook.com/manojprabhu01
https://www.instagram.com/manoj_prabhuk/
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+ManojMj01
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